CROSSWORD
No. 15,848 Set by FLIMSY

ACROSS
1 Slug in newspaper (8)
5 Dance band oddly released sentimental song (6)
9 Most irritated rook that is in distress (8)
10 Worried the mostly pleasant folk (6)
12 Sees fruit (5)
13 Prisoner prepared with no right to be held (9)
14 River fish rise regularly – those on a hunt? (6)
16 Pound with new shape (7)
19 Gun has gone off one's in pain (7)
21 Prepare wine and serve (6)
23 Pretty bad failure, but right to be brushed aside (9)
28 Judge bumps into rear of garage when reversing (6)
29 Deputy stopped and rested (8)

DOWN
1 Bishop with hot drink (6)
2 A bolt from the blue (9)
3 Throws out broken items (5)
4 Insignificant people in parties (7)
6 A Teddy boy on outside of paper is drawn (9)

7 Cover the inside with new fabric (5)
8 Corrupt head of Chemotherapy in unproductive hospital department (8)
11 Piece of cake – second bite (4)
15 Exit scene, upset? That's life (9)
17 Swapped old coins with old penny (9)
18 Naughty bear cub beginning to eat grilled meat (8)
20 What turns up with this paper? A number of sheets fastened together (4)
21 Release scoundrel I eventually imprisoned (7)
22 Cold became less severe and stopped (6)
24 Strength when fixed (5)
25 Child is small and used to be ignored on a regular basis (5)

Solution 15,847
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